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Abstract. For the �rst time, scalings for density peaking in tokamaks are obtained

from a database consisting of observations from two devices, ASDEX Upgrade

and JET. The investigation relies on an inversion method for the interferometer

signals which grants consistent reconstructions despite di�erences in interferometer

geometries. By combining observations from these devices, correlations between

physics parameters investigated for their role in determining density peaking is reduced.

Multiple regression analyses show that in the combined database collisionality is the

most relevant parameter. The particle source provided by neutral beam injection

provides a contribution to the peaking, which, although not negligible, is not large

enough to explain the whole observed variation of density peaking. The device size,

introduced as an alias for possible systematic di�erences between the devices not

captured by the regression parameters, is found to only play a small role in regressions

which include collisionality. Device size becomes relevant in scalings which exclude

collisionality and include the ratio of the density to the Greenwald density limit. This

indicates that density peaking is more likely to be a function of collisionality rather

than of the fraction of the density limit. All the scalings which include collisionality

in the regression variables predict a peaked density pro�le for the ITER standard

scenario.
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1. Introduction and motivations

The ability to extrapolate from present plasma scenarios to ITER partly depends on

whether the same shape of the density pro�le will be realized also in burning plasmas.

The shape of the density pro�le has important consequences on both the plasma

con�nement and the plasma stability. In a burning plasma, with the same temperature

pro�les and the same volume averaged density, a peaked density pro�le produces a

larger amount of fusion power and bootstrap current with respect to a at pro�le. On

the other hand, too peaked a density pro�le may have negative consequences on both

the MHD stability and central accumulation of heavy impurities. Recent experimental

results in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and JET H{mode plasmas indicate that the density

peaking is correlated with the plasma collisionality [1, 2, 3]. This observation may lead

to the prediction that density pro�les in the ITER standard scenario will not be at, as

usually assumed [4], but peaked, since ITER collisionality is expected to be as low as

the lowest collisionalities achieved in present devices. However, as long as results from a

single device are considered, collisionality is correlated with other plasma parameters, in

particular the Greenwald fraction, the normalized ion Larmor radius �
�
and the fuelling

provided by the beams. Here, we extend the approach which has been undertaken in [3]

with a database consisting exclusively of JET observations and, for the �rst time, we

present empirical scalings for the density peaking using a database of observations from

two devices of di�erent size. By adding dimensional size to an otherwise non-dimensional

set of regression parameters, a valuable test for the consistency and completeness of the

set is obtained. In particular, this method allows us to compare the relevances of

collisionality and Grennwald fraction. Multiple regression analyses con�rm that in the

combined database of AUG and JET observations, collisionality is the most relevant

parameter.

The database is described in Section 2, while the regression variables are de�ned in

Section 3. We show that by combining observations from di�erent devices, while some

correlations are indeed reduced, some additional uncertainties are introduced. The way

we have adopted to overcome the limitations encountered is discussed in Section 4.

Bivariate correlations are shown in Section 5, while a multiple regression analysis is

presented in Section 6. Section 7 proposes scalings for density peaking and discusses

the projections for ITER. Finally, in Section 8 the main conclusions of this work are

summarized.

2. The combined database of AUG and JET observations

The combined database is composed of 277 JET observations and 343 AUG observations

of ELMy H{mode plasmas, of which 99 JET plasmas and 312 AUG plasmas are

auxiliarly heated by neutral beam injection (NBI) only, while 33 JET plasmas and

9 AUG plasmas are heated by ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) only. All the

other plasmas are heated by a combination of the two heating systems. The ranges
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of engineering parameters covered by the two devices in the combined database are

presented in Table 1. Shot numbers in AUG are between 8000 and 17000, whereas in

JET are between 42000 and 64000.

3. De�nition of the regression variables

Our purpose is to express the density peaking in the form of a multivariable regression

in terms of dimensionless plasma parameters. The physics plasma parameters �
�
, � and

�, are considered with the following de�nitions,

�
�
= 4:37 10�3 (me� hTei)

0:5
=BT=a;

�e� = 0:2 hneiRgeo=hTei
2;

� = 4:02 10�3 hpi=B2
T :

In this formulae, densities are in 1019 m�3, temperatures in keV, magnetic �elds in Tesla,

the total plasma pressure p in keV�1019 m�3, me� in A.M.U. and the symbol h i denotes

a volume average. Geometrical plasma parameters like q95, the edge triangularity Æ

are also considered. Given the small variation of aspect ratio and elongation in AUG

and JET, these two parameters are not included. Note that in AUG and JET these

parameters are very close to those of ITER.

Moreover, the plasma size (the major radius Rgeo), despite being dimensional, is

also included in part of the analysis as a device label, in order to check its signi�cance

and relevance in the regressions. Since a dimensionless parameter like density peaking

should not be expected to depend on a dimensional parameter like Rgeo, the parameter

Rgeo is introduced on purpose in the analysis as an intruder, in order to test whether the

other set of variables provide a consistent and suÆciently complete regression model.

If, as a consequence of the addition of Rgeo to a set of regression variables, a strong

dependence on Rgeo is found in the regression, with a related signi�cant reduction of

the root mean square error (RMSE), this provides the indication that the original set of

variables does not provide a consistent and complete set of scaling parameters for the

density peaking.

The analysis also considers the Greenwald fraction FGR = ne lin 20 �a
2=Ip, where

ne lin 20 is the line average density in 1020 m�3 and Ip is the plasma current in MA.

We remind that the Greenwald fraction is not a dimensionless parameter of a fully

ionised plasma, and therefore could be considered out of place in the present analysis.

Nevertheless, since collisionality and Greenwald fraction extrapolate in opposite

directions for ITER, we believe that an important goal remains the experimental

assessment of whether density peaking is a function of collisionality or of the fraction of

the density limit.

Finally dimensionless variables to describe the particle source are considered.

The particle source provided by wall neutrals is neglected in the present analysis, in

agreement with the result that its contribution can be ignored in the particle balance
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equation in the con�nement region [5]. Instead we have included parameters to describe

the neutral beam fuelling. The neutral beam heating and particle source pro�les are

computed for all the observations in the database by the steady{state Fokker{Planck

PENCIL code [6, 7, 8] for JET data and the Monte Carlo FAFNER code [9] for AUG

data. Both these codes take into account the beam injection geometry and the beam

energies, as well as the speci�c plasma equilibrium and plasma pro�les. Two di�erent

parameters are considered to describe the beam particle source. The �rst is directly

the peaking of the pro�le of the electron source caused by the neutral beams. The

second provides more precisely a quanti�cation of the contribution to the density peaking

provided by the beam particle source. Namely, by recasting the general steady state

di�usive law for the particle ux in the form

�
1

n

dn

dr
=

�

nD
�
V

D
; (1)

the local slope of the density pro�le at the left hand side is expressed as the sum

of the particle source contribution and the particle pinch contribution. Since the

di�usion coeÆcient D is diÆcult to measure and unavailable in the dataset, whereas

the heat conductivity � is more routinely available from the power balance analysis, we

parametrize the source contribution due to the beams in the form,

��NBI

:
=
R�NBI

nD

D

�
= 2T

�NBI

QNBI

QNBI

QTOT

�����
R

T

dT

dr

����� (2)

where in the right hand side the average heat conductivity � = (�i+�e)=2 is evaluated

by � = QTOT =( 2n dT=dr), assuming no large di�erence between electron and ion

temperatures. In Eq. (2) �NBI is the particle ux produced by the beams, QNBI is

the heat ux produced by the beams and QTOT is the total heat ux. All the terms

on the right hand side of Eq. (2) can be evaluated using the parameters available in

the database, like beam deposition pro�les (or beam energy), total and beam heating

powers, and the temperature pro�le peaking. If the parameter �=D is a weak function

of the plasma parameters and can be considered costant over the full dataset (this

is the strongest assumption in this procedure), then ��NBI is an appropriate scaling

parameter describing the beam source contribution to the density peaking. We note

that the value of �=D does not need to be assumed a priori in our procedure. As it

will be explained later, the average value of �=D consistent with the full dataset is

actually determined by the regression procedure itself. In this work, all particle and

heating uxes have been computed at r=a = 0:5, assuming that all coupled RF power

is fully absorbed inside that radius, consistently with the central position of the RF

resonance for the plasmas selected in the database. Here, as it is motivated in the next

section, the peaking factor ne(�pol = 0:2) = hneiV ol is used as response variable. For

consistency, the normalized logarithmic temperature gradient R=LT = �R=T (dT=dr)

in Eq. (2) is replaced by the temperature peaking factor Te(�pol = 0:2) = hTeiV ol. A

linear regression over a subset of well diagnosed 150 AUG and 200 JET temperature

pro�les reveals that the normalized logarithmic temperature gradient at mid{radius
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can be expressed by R=LT = 3:23 (T2=hT i � 0:37) with RMSE normalized to the

mean value of 9.72% ( T2 = T (�pol = 0:2) ). Therefore, for consistency with the

de�nition adopted for the density peaking, in the statistical analysis over the full AUG

and JET database, we have replaced the logarithmic temperature gradient in Eq. (2)

with the quantity (T2=hT i � 0:37). We note that, by using Eq. (2) as de�nition of

the beam source parameter in a linear regression of the logarithmic density gradient

R=Ln, the regression coeÆcient can be actually regarded as an empirical estimate of the

ratio �=D [3]. In our approach, in which the regressed variable is the density peaking

ne2=hnei, the regression coeÆcient of ��NBI can still be interpreted as the average value

of �=D provided that it is renormalized to the appropriate factors relating Te2=hTei and

ne2=hnei to the corresponding logarithmic gradients R=LTe and R=Ln at mid{radius (

ne2 = ne(�pol = 0:2) ).

Table 2 shows the mean values, the standard deviations and the full ranges

of variation, namely minimum and maximum values, of all the plasma parameters

considered in the multivariable regression analyses. Values of the combined database,

as well as values of the subsets of AUG and JET data separately, are quoted.

4. De�nition of the response variable

The main challenge encountered in combining the observations from AUG and JET

is to obtain a consistent de�nition and measurement of the response variable, namely

the density peaking (as well as of the regression variables). Di�erent diagnostics of the

density pro�les may have systematic errors which do not involve large uncertainties in

the ITER prediction when one device is considered alone, but which may cause extremely

large uncertainties in the ITER predictions when combined with diagnostics from

another device having systematic errors in di�erent directions. Such systematic errors

may introduce spurious parametric dependences, in particular in the �
�
dependence. As

an example to this point, let us assume that systematically JET density pro�les are

measured slightly more peaked than they actually are and AUG density pro�les slightly

less peaked than they actually are. Of course as long as observations of a single device

are considered these small systematic errors are reected in a small overestimate or

underestimate of the ITER peaking. If the measurements from the two devices were

considered together in this form, they would arti�cially increase the �
�
dependence of

the peaking, leading to projections for ITER which would be much more peaked than

they should actually be.

To overcome this problem, we have adopted a procedure to obtain values of density

peaking from both AUG and JET derived with exactly the same method. Such a

procedure starts with the observation that density pro�le measurements in JET show

a better agreement between the Thomson scattering diagnostics and the interferometer

line integrals than in AUG. On this basis, we have assumed that JET pro�les obtained

by the singular value decomposition inversion (SVD{I) method [2, 10], which uses

basis functions extracted from the LIDAR Thomson scattering pro�les, were more
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reliable than AUG measurements based on simple inversion of the interferometer. The

consistency between the use of SVD{I pro�les or directly the LIDAR Thomson scattering

pro�les on JET has been veri�ed in Ref. [3].

The steps followed in the adopted procedure can be described as follows.

� For a �xed AUG equilibrium, we have computed the line integrals along the 5 lines

of sight of the AUG interferometer of all the JET SVD{I pro�les of the database.

Fig. 1 shows the chosen equilibrium (AUG shot ]20661 at 6.0 s) and the geometry

of the AUG DCN interferometer. The mapping of each JET density pro�le onto

the AUG equilibrium has been performed by keeping the same relationship between

the density and the normalized poloidal ux.

� Still considering the same AUG equilibrium, we have reinverted the computed AUG

interferometer line integrals of the JET SVD{I pro�les. This inversion was obtained

by expressing the JET pro�les as a linear combination of a �xed set of 5 basis

functions describing the pro�le shape (as many as the number of lines of sight of

the AUG interferometer). Although there is a degree of arbitrariness in the choice

of the set of 5 basis functions the results are not sensitive to the choice (within

reason), as we have ascertained using di�erent sets of basis functions. Among the

di�erent sets of basis functions, we have chosen the one which at the same time

accurately describes the original JET pro�les and provides a set of suÆciently

regular monotonic density pro�les in the inversion of the measured AUG line

integrals. We also note that the basis functions do not need to be orthogonal. Fig.

2(a) shows the set of 5 basis functions adopted. By the same inversion method, all

the AUG pro�les are reconstructed from the measurements of line integrals of the

AUG interferometer.

� We also considered di�erent de�nitions of density peaking and chose the de�nition of

density peaking which was most strongly constrained by the type of measurements

we had available. We found that, independently of the choice of basis functions,

the ratio of the central value to the volume average is more strongly constrained

by the condition of matching the line integrals of the interferometer than, e.g., the

ratio between two local values. For this reason, we have adopted the de�nition of

density peaking pkne = ne(�pol = 0:2) = hneiV ol throughout this work. We underline,

that the aim of this procedure is not to obtain a precise reconstruction of the

exact shape of the density pro�les (which would be impossible with only 5 line

integrals), but to extract a single parameter, the density peaking factor, with the

best possible accuracy. This aim was achieved as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), where

we have plotted the values of density peaking obtained from the reinverted JET

pro�les as a function of the values of density peaking computed directly on the

original SVD-I JET pro�les. We �nd that the RMSE between the density peaking

of the original JET pro�les and the density peaking of the pro�les obtained by our

inversion procedure, based on the remapping on the AUG interferometer geometry,

is as small as 0.018. The mean value and standard deviation of the density peaking
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of the original pro�les of the JET subset are 1.454 and 0.193, very close to those

obtained at the end of the re{inversion procedure (see 1st column of Table 2).

A stronger di�erence is found instead for the density peaking values of AUG, as

compared with those obtained from the AUG density pro�les reconstructed with

a di�erent inversion method, namely that routinely applied on AUG, based on

the Abel inversion method taking into account the edge pro�le measurements of a

lithium beam diagnostics. AUG density pro�les are on average signi�cantly more

peaked when they are reconstructed with our procedure (mean value 1.37, standard

deviation 0.201) as compared to the case when they are reconstructed with the

standard AUG inversion method (mean value 1.31, standard deviation 0.175). and

therefore with a di�erent inversion method with respect to that used for the JET

subset. The adoption for the AUG subset of the density peaking values obtained

from the standard AUG density pro�le reconstruction procedure would have led

in all regressions to a much stronger dependence of density peaking on plasma

size than that found adopting a set of density peaking values for the two devices

reconstructed consistently with the same inversion method as done in the present

work.

In this way a set of values of density peaking is obtained for the full set of pro�les

of AUG and JET we have considered. These values of density peaking have been

reconstructed with exactly the same inversion method, starting from the values of the

line integrals of the AUG interferometer, directly measured in the case of the AUG

densities, or computed by the described remapping in the case of the JET densities. As

already mentioned, such a procedure has been applied in order to reduce the e�ects of

possible di�erent systematic errors in the measurements of density peaking in the two

devices.

5. Bivariate correlations

Fig. 3 shows a selection of scatter plots among plasma parameters which turn out to

have the largest correlations. The corresponding correlation coeÆcients are quoted in

the �gure (color online), in black (�rst value) for the combined database, in red (second

value) for only AUG data, in blue (third value) for only JET data (values in smaller

fonts indicate the correlation coeÆcients for the subset in which PNBI = PTOT > 0:7,

namely when NBI heating is dominant). Both the peaking of the beam particle source,

namely SNBI(�pol = 0:2) = hSNBIiV ol, where SNBI is the source of electrons due to the

neutral beams by ionization and charge exchange per unit volume and time, and the

beam source parameter ��NBI have been considered. We observe that while correlations

with �
�
are strongly reduced by combining observations from the two devices, the corre-

lation between �e� and the Greenwald fraction remains rather large. Collisionality turns

out to be the parameter which has the largest bivariate correlation with density peaking

in the combined dataset. However, both the Greenwald fraction and the beam parti-

cle source parameter ��NBI show very large correlations with density peaking. A very
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strong correlation coeÆcient (-0.91) between collisionality and the beam particle source

parameter in AUG plasmas heated with NBI only is found. This correlation is reduced

by considering plasmas from the two devices. At the same value of collisionality, JET

plasmas have a particle source parameter ��NBI which is on average smaller than AUG

plasmas. Finally, we mention that similarly to the JET subset of observations [3], also

in the combined database a very low correlation is found between density peaking and

parameters describing the peaking of the current density pro�le. In particular, correla-

tion coeÆcients as low as -0.24 and 0.12 are found in the combined database between

the density peaking and li and q95 respectively.

6. Multivariable statistical analysis

Let us consider the vector of observations of the regressed variable Y and N vectors of

regression variables Xj. A linear or logarithmic multivariable regression expresses Y in

the forms

Y = c+
X

j

âjXj or Y = C �jX
âj
j ;

where âj are the estimated regression coeÆcients. According to [11], we de�ne the

following parameter to describe the statistical relevance StRj of the parameter Xj

in the linear regression for Y , StRj = âj � STD(Xj), where with STD we denote

the usual standard deviation. Analogously, for a logarithmic regression, StRj =

âj � STD(log(Xj)). In this way StRj estimates the variation of the (logarithm of

the) regressed variable for one standard deviation variation of the (logarithm of the)

regression variable Xj, keeping �xed all the other regression variables. The larger StRj

is, the higher is the relevance of the variable Xj in the regression for Y . Besides this

parameter, we have also considered an estimate of the statistical signi�cance of each

regression variable, StSj = âj=STD(aj), where STD(aj) is one standard deviation,

namely 66.67% con�dence interval, of the estimated regression coeÆcient âj. In the

present work, all the regressions are performed with a robust �t algorithm, which uses

iteratively reweighted least squares with the bisquare weighting function.

We note that in the study of density peaking, linear regressions are considered more

appropriate since they conserve the physical form of Eq. (1). By including ��NBI in the

regression model, the regression coeÆcient of ��NBI is directly connected with the value

of �=D, as discussed before, while the other terms in the scaling describe the main

dependences of the pinch term. Our statistical analysis has been performed applying

both linear and logarithmic regression forms. The same results have been obtained in

the two cases, leading to the same conclusions. Since linear regressions have a more

direct physical interpretation, in the present paper we report only the results obtained

with linear regressions.

In Tables 3 and 4 the statistical signi�cance and the statistical relevance obtained

in each linear regression for a set of plasma parameters are shown. Di�erent regression
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models are considered. Regressions which include the collisionality and exclude the

Greenwald fraction FGR, and which include the Greenwald fraction and exclude the

collisionality, as well as regressions which include both these plasma parameters,

are considered. Moreover, for comparison, models which, besides the dimensionless

variables, include as well a device label (namely the geometrical major radius) are

analysed. As discussed above, the exercise of including or excluding the major radius

allows one to quantify its inuence on the statistical signi�cance and relevance of the

other variables.

A set of considerations and conclusions can be drawn.

� In all the regression models which include collisionality, collisionality is found to

be the parameter with the largest statistical relevance. Furthermore, it is always

found to be highly signi�cant.

� In nested models which include or exclude the major radius, it is found that the

inclusion of the major radius provides a larger reduction of the RMSE in regressions

using FGR rather than in regressions using collisionality. The statistical signi�cance

and relevance of Rgeo turns out to be the largest when �e� is excluded, whereas is

the smallest when FGR is excluded.

� In regression models which include collisionality and exclude the major radius, �
�
is

found to have negligible statistical signi�cance and negligible statistical relevance.

On the other hand, in regression models which include the Greenwald fraction

and exclude collisionality, the device size is found to play a more important role,

through a larger statistical relevance of �
�
and/or the major radius. The signs of

the regression coeÆcients indicate that at the same Greenwald fraction, the density

peaking is larger in JET than in AUG, namely at �xed Greenwald fraction, the

density peaking increases with increasing size of the device. On the other hand, in

regressions which include collisionality, the device size plays a negligible role. We

note that in regressions which include �e� , �� and Rgeo, the signs and magnitude of

the regression coeÆcients in front of �
�
andRgeo are such that the e�ects of these two

parameters balance each other, as indicated by the very small residual statistical

relevance of �
�
which is found when Rgeo is excluded. These results provide the

important indication that the density peaking is more likely to be a function of

collisionality rather than of the Greenwald fraction. Finally, in regression models

which include both collisionality and the Greenwald fraction, density peaking is

found to increase with increasing Greenwald fraction at �xed collisionality. We

note however that the statistical signi�cance of the Greenwald fraction in this case

is small.

� In regression models which exclude collisionality, the beam particle source

parameter is found to have a larger statistical relevance. The contribution of the

beam particle source can be quanti�ed to not exceed 30% in regressions which

include collisionality, which is in agreement with the estimate of 20% presented

in [5] for JET alone. Instead, this estimate appears to be smaller than that of a
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recent work [12] based on a set of transport simulations of JET H{mode plasmas.

However it should be added that the results presented in the latter reference are

determined by the speci�c assumptions on the ratio �=D made in a transport

model. This is generally the case for any analysis based on transport simulations of

stationary regimes. On the other hand, as already mentioned, in regressions using

the Greenwald fraction, the contribution of the beam particle source is found to be

larger, around 40%. We underline that in no regression the contribution of the beam

particle source is found to be able to describe alone the observed variation of the

density peaking. Otherwise a much stronger statistical relevance (and signi�cance)

of the beam particle source would have been found in the regressions. From the

physics standpoint, this indicates that it is not possible that the observed variation

of density peaking in the database is caused exclusively by e�ects of the beam

fuelling. As mentioned in Sec. 3, the regression coeÆcient in front of the beam

source parameter ��NBI can be used to evaluate the average value of the ratio �=D

over the full set of data. In regressions including collisionality this is found to be

close to 1.5, in agreement with previous estimates obtained on the set of JET data

alone [3], whereas it is found to be larger (around 2.5) in regressions which include

the Greenwald fraction and exclude collisionality, and which is closer to the values

assumed by the transport model adopted in [12].

� In all regression models q95 is found to have small signi�cance and relevance. A

similar small role in the regressions is found for the parameter li, both in case li is

added or in case li is used at the place of q95.

Similar conclusions are drawn in the case that logarithmic rather than linear

regressions are made, and in the case the beam source parameter ��NBI is replaced

by the peaking of the beam particle source, namely by SNBI(�pol = 0:2) = hSNBIiV ol. By

this replacement, it is found that the statistical signi�cance (as well as the statistical

relevance) of the peaking of the beam particle source is smaller than that of the

beam source parameter ��NBI . For this reason, as well as for the more direct physical

interpretation, in the next section, scalings for density peaking are proposed with the

inclusion of the beam source parameter ��NBI in the regression variables. We mention

however that analogous scalings and very close projections for ITER are obtained in

case ��NBI is replaced by the peaking of the beam particle source.

Moreover, analogous results are found on the subset of data with dominant NBI

heating. Finally, if the weight of ICRH points is increased in the regression, the RMSE

of regressions which exclude collisionality increase more than those of regressions which

include collisionality. For instance, in case points with ICRH only are given the same

weight as the total subset of the points with beam heating, it is found that the RMSE is

0.174 for a regression which includes collisionality and excludes the Greenwald fraction,

while it is 0.201 for a regression which exclude collisionality and include both the

Greenwald fraction and the major radius. From the last column of Table 3, we observe

that increasing the weight of the ICRH points implies a smaller increase of the RMSE,
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from 0.114 to 0.174, in the regression which includes �e� , with respect to the increase of

the RMSE, from 0.122 to 0.201, in the case of the regression which includes FGR andRgeo.

This shows that points with ICRH only are better described in regressions which include

collisionality rather than in regressions which include the Greenwald fraction. This is

con�rmed by the comparison of the RMSE of the subset of points with ICRH only in

regressions obtained over the full set of data. In regressions which use the collisionality,

the RMSE of the points with ICRH only is regularly below 0.08, whereas it is around 0.09

or larger in scalings which use the Greenwald fraction. These considerations support the

indication mentioned above that density peaking is statistically more likely a function

of collisionality rather than a function of the Greenwald fraction.

6.1. Comparison between the statistical signi�cances of �e� and FGR

Table 3 shows that, by the replacement of �e� with FGR, while keeping the same

remaining regression variables in the regression model, the statistical signi�cance of

�e� is larger than that of FGR by a factor 1.75 in models which include Rgeo and

only by a factor 1.2 in models which do not include Rgeo. The Greenwald fraction

can be interpreted as a dimensionless parameter in the framework of atomic physics

[13, 14]. However is not a dimensionless parameter of a fully ionized plasma, namely

it cannot be expressed in terms of �
�
, �

�
and �. Therefore, it can be argued that a

more appropriate comparison between the statistical signi�cances of collisionality and

the Greenwald fraction is obtained in case the statistical signi�cance of �e� is compared

with the statistical signi�cance of the combination of FGR with another dimensional

parameter, and in particular of the pair [FGR , Rgeo] [11]. Such a comparison is presented

in this subsection.

The test statistic T(N;R) for this pair of variables is de�ned by

T(N;R) = (âN ; âR)
t ��1 (âN ; âR);

where (âN ; âR) is the column vector containing the estimated regression coeÆcients âN
of FGR and âR of Rgeo. The 2 � 2 matrix � is the covariance matrix of the regression

coeÆcients (aN , aR). We remind the reader that in case of the null hypothesis, the test

statistic T(N;R) would have a �2 probability distribution with two degrees of freedom,

while the square of the regression coeÆcient a� of �e� would have a �2 distribution

with one degree of freedom. We �nd that the test statistic T(N;R) = 92:2, which

corresponds to 46.1 standard deviations of the two degrees of freedom �2 distribution,

and to 15.4 times the critical value of the �2 distribution corresponding to a probability

of 95%. For comparison, (â� = STD(a�))
2 = 103:6, which is 73.3 standard deviations

of the one degree of freedom �2 distribution and 27.0 times the critical value of the

�2 distribution corresponding to a probability of 95% (namely 1.8 times larger than

the corresponding number for the pair [FGR , Rgeo]). In conclusion, the statistical

signi�cance of collisionality considered alone is larger than that of FGR considered alone,

as well as of that of the pair of regression variables (FGR , Rgeo), but in all cases by less

than a factor of 2.
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An analogous comparison is performed with the pair of regression variables [��NBI

, FGR], for which the test statistics T�;N = 147:4, namely 24.6 times the critical value

of the two degrees of freedom �2 distribution. This number is comparable with the

corresponding value 27.0, obtained for the regression variable �e� considered alone.

Therefore it can be stated that the statistical signi�cance of collisionality considered

alone is as large as the statistical signi�cance of the pair [��NBI , FGR]. Of course, the

pair of regression variables [��NBI , FGR] is found to have a test stastistic which is smaller

than the pair (��NBI , �e�) (T�;� = 173:6).

In conclusion, collisionality is found to have a statistical signi�cance, which is larger

than that of FGR considered alone, as well as of FGR considered in combination with

other parameters, like Rgeo or the beam fuelling parameter ��NBI , but in any case

by less than a factor of 2. Although all these results support the indication that

collisionality rather than the Greenwald fraction is the appropriate scaling parameter

for the density peaking, they are such that, from the statistical standpoint, on the

basis of the present dataset, the Greenwald fraction cannot be eliminated among the

possible proper scaling parameters, although it requires to be used in combination with

a parameter describing the plasma size. Moreover, the Greenwald fraction remains a

highly signi�cant parameter in regression models in which collisionality is excluded. For

this reason, in the next section, we deem more appropriate to not exclude the possibility

of a dependence on FGR, rather than on collisinality, and to propose separate scalings

in terms of �e� and FGR.

7. Proposed scalings and ITER predictions

In this section we propose three linear regressions, one which includes collisionality and

excludes the Greenwald fraction, and two which exclude the collisionality and include

the Greenwald fraction, in one case in combination with dimensionless parameters, and

in a second case in combination with the major radius Rgeo. Of course, in these proposed

scalings, only the statistically signi�cant regression variables are used. These has been

selected by an iterative procedure [11]. Starting from the regression models including

all variables, as those presented in Tables (3) and (4), the least signi�cant variable is

eliminated, and the regression remade with the remaining variables. The procedure

is iterated up to the moment that neglecting the next variable provides a signi�cant

increase of the RMSE. The variation �RMSE of the RMSE due to the exclusion of the

least signi�cant variable becomes important when it is large as compared with the ratio

RMSE=N , where N is the number of observations.

The regression without using the Greenwald fraction reads

pkscl � = 1:347 � 0:014 � (0:117 � 0:005) log(�e�) +

+ (1:331 � 0:117) ��NBI � (4:030 � 0:810) �; (3)

with RMSE = 0.115 (66.7% con�dence intervals for the regression coeÆcients,

corresponding to one standard deviation, are quoted). The regression without using
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the collisionality reads

pkscl FGR = 1:849 � 0:044 � (0:636 � 0:035)FGR +

+ (1:911 � 0:151) ��NBI � (22:54 � 3:73) �
�
+

� (0:083 � 0:015)Te2=hTeiV ol + (0:292 � 0:069) Æ; (4)

with RMSE = 0.127. Here Te2 stands for Te(�pol = 0:2).

Besides these two scalings, a very simple engeneering oriented scaling which includes

both the Greenwald fraction and the major radius, but does not include the collisionality,

can also be given,

pkscl FGR&R = 1:253 � 0:037 � (0:499 � 0:030)FGR +

+ (2:094 � 0:137) ��NBI + (0:117 � 0:009)Rgeo; (5)

with RMSE = 0.123.

Density peaking as a function of the three proposed scalings is plotted in Fig.

4. These regressions, as well as analogous regressions in the logarithmic form, are

applied for ITER predictions. We consider the ITER standard scenario, with the plasma

parameters described in [4], and in particular hTeiV ol = 8 keV and hneiV ol = 1020 m�3,

namely log(�e�) = �1:64 and �
�
= 1:84 10�3, Greenwald fraction 0.85, and taking the

beam particle source equal to zero (log is the natural logarithm).

The scaling pkscl � in Eq. (3) predicts the peaking ne2=hneiV ol = 1:46�0:04. More in

general, all linear or logarithmic regressions which include collisionality in the regression

variables predict a peaked density pro�le for ITER, more precisely values of the peaking

above 1.35. We remind that the corresponding scaling based on the database of JET

only observations predicts a density peaking for ITER of 1.6 [3].

The scaling pkscl FGR in Eq (4) predicts the ITER peaking ne2=hneiV ol = 1:20�0:14,

namely a rather at pro�le. More in general, scalings which exclude collisionality from

the regression variables, predict at density pro�les for ITER, namely values of peaking

around 1.2 or below. In these scalings, the main reason for which the ITER density

peaking is not predicted to be exactly equal to one, is the negative regression coeÆcient

in front of �
�
, which reects the fact that, at the same Greenwald density, JET pro�les

are slightly more peaked than AUG pro�les. A stronger e�ect of this kind is obtained

in scalings which include both the Greenwald fraction and the major radius. In the

extreme case of the scaling pkscl FGR&R in Eq. (5), the ITER density pro�le is predicted

to be peaked, ne2=hneiV ol = 1:54� 0:12, namely even above the prediction given by the

scaling with collisionality.

8. Conclusions

A statistical analysis has been performed on a combined dataset of AUG and JET H{

mode observations in order to identify the main dependences of density peaking and

propose scalings to be applied for ITER predictions. The present work has reached the

following conclusions.
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� Collisionality is the statistically most relevant variable in regressions for density

peaking in our combined AUG and JET dataset.

� All scalings of the density peaking which include collisionality in the regression

variables, predict a peaked density pro�le for ITER, more precisely ne2=hneiV ol '

1:5.

� Collisionality has a statistical signi�cance which is higher than that of the

Greenwald fraction, and higher, although comparable, than that of the pair of

variables Greenwald fraction and major radius. Although the Greenwald fraction

is a highly signi�cant and relevant regression parameter when collisionality is

excluded, it is found that it requires to be used in combination with a parameter

like Rgeo, or ��, describing the plasma size in order to obtain a scaling of the density

peaking which has a RMSE which is comparable to that obtained using collisionality

alone at their place. Moreover, density peaking is found to increase with plasma

size at �xed Greenwald fraction.

� The beam fuelling, although non{negligible, cannot explain alone the full observed

variation of density peaking.

These conclusions, obtained exclusively on the basis of presently available

experimental observations of AUG and JET, look for con�rmation and extensions

by means of more complete empirical investigations on density peaking, involving

possibly an increasing number of devices and new dedicated experiments testing speci�c

dependences. More speci�cally, a device with a smaller major radius and operating at

high �eld and high current could provide the observations needed in order to decorrelate

more e�ectively collisionality and Greenwald fraction, providing the required test to the

scalings proposed in this work. Very recent experimental results obtained in Alcator C-

Mod [15] are found in agreement with the present conclusions, and provide a conclusive

con�rmation of the indication presented here that density peaking is statistically more

likely a function of collisionality than of the Greenwald fraction [16]

Comparisons of the present empirical results with recent theoretical studies on

particle transport [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] are discussed in Ref. [23].

In particular, there remains an open issue with regard to the dependence on the

magnetic shear or more generally, on the peaking of the current density pro�le, observed

in L{mode plasmas [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] and predicted by several theoretical models

[24, 25, 29]. Such a dependence is not found in the present study dedicated to H{mode

plasmas, nor was it found in the similar analysis speci�c to JET only [3]. We mention

that in these works the current density pro�les are usually more peaked in L{mode

plasmas than in H{mode plasmas, namely the intervals of li covered by the plasmas

in the two con�nement modes do not overlap (e.g. see Fig. 2 and Fig. 7 in Ref.

[2]). To this purpose, it is certainly of interest to investigate experimentally whether

a dependence of density peaking on the peaking of the current density pro�le occurs

in H{mode plasmas when the current density pro�le peaking is varied over the same

window as that of L{mode plasmas.
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A parameter, which has not been considered in the present analysis, since not

reliably available over a rather large subset of observations, is the electron to ion

temperature ratio. This was found to play some role in a subset of JET data in Ref. [3],

and with a dependence which is in qualitative agreement with the theoretically predicted

e�ect of thermodi�usion [30, 31, 29, 32]. Its inclusion in a multi{machine database is

planned to be attempted in the near future. This may slightly modify the role of some

parameters. In Ref.[3], it was found to reduce the importance of the beam source term.

Finally, a quantitative agreement between non{linear gyrokinetic simulations and

the empirically identi�ed collisionality dependence of density peaking is still missing.

Such an agreement would provide the required theoretical support to the prediction of

a peaked density pro�le for ITER, as obtained in scalings which include collisionality in

the present empirical work.
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ne lin [1019 m�3] Ip [MA] BT [T] Ptot [MW]

AUG 3.80 - 12.74 0.60 - 1.21 1.5 - 3.10 2.40 - 16.0

JET 1.78 - 10.14 0.88 - 3.67 0.86 - 3.72 5.5 - 21.4

Table 1.
Table 1. Minimum and maximum values of the ranges of engineering parameters covered by

the combined database of AUG and JET observations.

pkne ��NBI log(�e�) FGR �
�
�103 ��102 q95 Æ k Te2 = hTei

mean 1.409 0.076 -0.149 0.546 5.51 1.47 3.66 0.214 1.75 2.24

mean AUG 1.369 0.094 0.291 0.573 6.30 1.57 3.75 0.168 1.79 2.43

mean JET 1.457 0.054 -0.693 0.513 4.53 1.35 3.56 0.271 1.70 2.01

STD 0.200 0.044 1.099 0.181 1.64 0.603 0.81 0.088 0.06 0.39

STD AUG 0.201 0.044 1.064 0.188 1.35 0.452 0.56 0.058 0.03 0.32

STD JET 0.188 0.031 0.875 0.167 1.42 0.730 1.04 0.084 0.03 0.36

min AUG 0.997 0.010 -2.021 0.280 2.68 0.526 2.83 0.101 1.69 1.82

min JET 1.094 0.003 -2.732 0.215 2.42 0.443 2.25 0.181 1.61 1.18

max AUG 2.058 0.230 2.957 1.087 9.73 3.32 6.56 0.399 1.86 4.51

max JET 2.010 0.133 1.494 0.966 8.82 3.86 6.35 0.505 1.78 3.03

Table 2.
Table 2. Mean values, standard deviations as well as min and maximum values of the

parameters used in the multivariable regression analysis. Values of the full AUG and JET

combined database, as well as, for comparison, of the subsets of AUG and JET observations

are provided (log is the natural logarithm).

��NBI log(�e�) FGR �
�

� q95 Æ Te2 = hTei Rgeo RMSE

no �e� 7.22 -2.96 0.98 -1.53 0.24 -1.14 -0.94 4.10 0.122

no FGR 5.09 -5.23 1.03 -2.46 -1.01 -1.22 0.09 1.99 0.113

All variables 5.07 -4.35 0.97 1.42 -2.60 -1.18 -1.54 0.15 2.19 0.113

no �e� & Rgeo 6.05 -8.43 -2.44 0.86 -0.02 1.81 -2.37 0.127

no FGR & Rgeo 4.63 -10.13 -0.16 -1.77 -1.47 -0.26 -0.45 0.114

no Rgeo 4.55 -5.37 0.43 0.04 -1.71 -1.52 -0.45 -0.46 0.114

Table 3.
Table 3. Values of the statistical signi�cance StS for various plasma parameters used as

regression variables for the density peaking in di�erent regressions and corresponding value of

the RMSE.
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��NBI log(�e�) FGR �
�

� q95 Æ Te2 = hTei Rgeo

no �e� 0.096 -0.058 0.028 -0.035 0.003 -0.017 -0.012 0.094

no FGR 0.077 -0.098 0.027 -0.048 -0.013 -0.016 0.001 0.049

All variables 0.077 -0.115 0.028 0.042 -0.063 -0.015 -0.025 0.002 0.057

no �e� & Rgeo 0.083 -0.120 -0.053 0.017 -0.000 0.022 -0.030

no FGR & Rgeo 0.067 -0.127 -0.003 -0.032 -0.018 -0.003 -0.006

no Rgeo 0.066 -0.136 0.012 0.001 -0.037 -0.019 -0.006 -0.006

Table 4.
Tablee 4. Values of the statistical relevance StR for various plasma parameters used as

regression variables for the density peaking.
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Fig. 1. (color online) Geometry of the lines of sight ot the AUG DCN interferometer, and

the AUG equilibrium used to re{map the JET SVD{I density pro�les.
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Fig 2. (color online) (a) The 5 basis functions chosen to describe the pro�le shape in the

inversion of the measured AUG and the computed JET line integrals of the AUG

interferometer, and (b) density peaking values obtained from the re{inverted JET pro�les

against the values of density peaking computed directly on the original JET SVD{I pro�les.
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Fig. 3. (color online) Univariable scatter plots among various plasma parameters. The

numbers in the plots provide the related correlation coeÆcients, in black (top value) for the
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combined dataset, in red (central value) for the AUG subset, in blue (bottom value) for the

JET subset. Smaller fonts used in plots with the beam source parameters indicate the

correlation coeÆcients over the subset of observations with PNBI =PTOT > 0:7.
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Fig 4. (color online) Density peaking as a function of the three proposed scalings, (a) pkscl �
in Eq. (3), (b) pkscl FGR in Eq. (4), and (c) pkscl FGR&R in Eq. (5).


